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ABSTRACT 
Let M,,, ,,( F) denote the space of all m X n matrices over the algebraically closed 
field F. A subspace of M,,,,,,(F), all f o w h ose nonzero elements have rank k, is said to 
be essentially decomposable if there exist nonsingular tn X n and n X n matrices U and 
V respectively such that for any element A, UAV has the form 
A, A2 
[ 1 4 9 where A, 
is i X (k - i) for some i < k. Theorem: If Fk’ is a space of rank k matrices, then either ?K 
is essentially decomposable or dim ‘!%a k+ 1. An example shows that the above bound 
on non-essentially-decomposable spaces of rank k matrices is sharp whenever n > 2 k ~ 1. 
Let M,,,,(F) denote the vector space of all mXn matrices over the 
algebraically closed field F. Let p(A) denote the rank of the matrix A. A 
subspace, X, of M, ,( F) is said to be a rank k space if every nonzero element 
of X has rank k. A subspace, X, of M, “(F ), each of whose nonzero elements 
has rank at most k, is said to be essentihlly-kdecomposable (es-kdec) of type 
i if there exist nonsingular matrices UEM,(F) and VEM,( F) such that for 
each A EX, UAV is of the form 
LrAV= A, A, 
[ 1 A, 0 ’ 
where A, is iX(k-i), A, is iX(n-k+i), and A, is (m-i)X(k-i) and 
j = min( i, k - i). The type of an ess-kdec space need not be unique, since 
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is an ess-kdec space of type i for any i G k/2. Thus, throughout the remainder 
of the paper we assume that i is the minimum when referring to an ess-k-dec 
space of type i. We also assume that n>m, since the arguments for the case 
n d m are identical. 
Since every rank k space is a subspace of a space of matrices all of whose 
nonzero elements have rank at least k, we have by [4, Theorem 2.11 that the 
dimension of a rank k space does not exceed (n - k + l)( m - k+ 1). The only 
time the bound is known to be achieved is if k=m. Also, since any rank k 
space is a subspace of a space of matrices all of whose elements have rank at 
most k, by [2, Lemmas 2,3] the dimension of a rank k space does not exceed 
nk. This bound is achieved only when k= 1. In [4, Theorem 2.31, Westwick 
proves the following: 
LEMMA 1. lf X is an ess-kdec rank k space, then dim 7% n-k + 1. 
This bound on ess-kdec rank k spaces is achievable for every k and n 3 k. 
The only known bound for non-ess-kdec rank k spaces, except for those 
mentioned above for any rank k space, is min( k2 + 1, mk- k2 + 1) [l, Theo 
rem 6.1, Lemma 5.21. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a bound for the dimension of 
noness-kdec rank k spaces and to show the bound is sharp whenever 
n>2k-1. 
The following notation is used throughout the paper: e, =(O,O,. . . ,O, 1, 
0 , . . . ,O), where the 1 is in the ith position; Ei, i is the matrix with a 1 in the 
(i, i) entry and 0 elsewhere; EiJh) is the elementary matrix Ei,i(h)=I+ 
AEi,i, where Z is the identity matrix of appropriate order; 
A]o i,. . . , a, I&, . . . , &I, where oi, . . . , aI, PI,. . . , p, are natural numbers, wiIl 
denote the submatrix of A on rows (~i,. . . , as and columns pi,. . . , &. In the 
next Lemma we shall use ( Ai ) to denote the space of matrices generated by 
CAi)* 
LEMMA 2. lf b?Z is a rank k space such that whenever A E% we have 
A, A2 
A= A 
[ 1 3 0' 
where A, is iX( k-j) and dim %>j+2, then for each ordered pair (u, v) 
with u >i and v > k - i, there is a nonsingular matrix R such that RE,, u = E,, o 
and 3 contains an element A such that the u th row and the v th column of 
RA are zero. 
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Proof. Let P(i,ij denote the permutation matrix corresponding to the 
transposition (ii). Consider %r =P~U,mj%P~o,kPi+lj. Since dim%,=dim% 
>i+Z, there exists a subspace, X, of $Xx, of dimension at least 2 such that the 
k-i+ 1st column is zero. This follows from the fact that the k-i+ 1st column 
of any matrix inf YRr has all zero entries except possibly for the first i rows. 
Let ‘?~~=(~U{E,,,,_i+l}), and let &=%[j+l,..., ml1 ,..., k-i+l]. Re- 
call that every element A E K has the form 
A, A2 
[ 1 4 0 with A, jx(k-i). 
Since :7i is a rank k spase, p( As)= k- i for every nonzero A E ‘X. Since 
dim ‘X2 2, we have that “ilr‘ contains a rank k - i space of dimension at least 2 
all of whose elements have the last column zero (i.e. the k-j+ 1st). By [4, 
Theorem 3.31 there is an element in $6 of rank k-i + 1, since E,,, k_ i+ 1 [ i+ 
l)..., ml1 )...) k-i+ l] E&. Say HE% and p(H[j+ l,.. ., mll,.. ., k-j+ 11) 
= k-i + 1, so there exists a nonsingular m - i square matrix G such that 
G(H[j+l,..., ml1 ,..., k-i+l])= 
Since HE%, we have H=K+LYE,,~_~+~ with KEX, and 
i 
H, 
0 1 o,,, 0 
1,-j 0 0 
0 1 o_ 
where H, is ix(k-j). 
Since multiplication on the left corresponds to row operations only, and 
since the only entry of H in the k-j+ 1st column comes from (YE,, k_-i+l, we 
may assume that (Y = 1 and hence 
[ 1 zi 0 E n,, k--j+1 =E 0 G m,k-l+l’ 
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Thus 
[ :, ;]K=[; ::l(HEn+/+,) 
= li O I 1 H-E 0 G m,k-_i+l) 
and hence K has a zero mth row and k-j+ 1st column. Let 
R = P( 11, m ) zi 0 
[ I P o G (u,m) 
Since P(f, nrj = I,,, we have that P(,, ,)KP(o,k-f+l) E ‘?7. and that 
RP,,,, n,, ‘Pi,:, k-jtl) 
has all zero entries in thk uth row and 0th column, since 
Rq”70 KP(,,k-j+,, =P(t~,m) [ 1 zj 0 P 0 G (u,m~P~u,m~~~“,k-i+l~ 
K has mth row and k - j + 1st column zero. Also, 
P P E (u.m) (u,m) P m,k-it1 (o,k-i+l) 
=P@,m, Em,k-_i+lP(o,k-_i+l 
=E, “. 
Letting A = p( ,,, ,,, ) K PC “, k _ i+ 1,, we have our desired result. 
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THEOREM 1. lf '%I is a space of matrices each of whose elements has rank 
at most k and which contains an ess-kdec rank k space 92 of type i with 
dim Y? 2 i + 2, then :7; is ess-k-dec. 
Proof. Let % and L9Z be the spaces defined in the hypothesis. Let U and 
V be m X 111 and n X n nonsingular matrices such that if A E vl%V, then 
A= 
Al 4 
[ 1 A, 0 ’ 
where A, is i X (k - i). Suppose there exists B E % such that A = UBV has a 
nonzero (u, u) entry with u>i and v>k-i. 
Let 
and let :?I r =SU:?ZV. Here 9Zr has the same form as C%V, and SA has all 
zeros in the oth column except the (u, U) entry, a,, #O. By Lemma 2 there 
is a nonsingular matrix R such that EL%, contains a matrix, say C, whose uth 
row and 0th column are zero, and FE,, D =E,,,. That is, the (u, v) entry of 
RSA is arro #O. Thus there exist nonsingular matrices U, and V, such that 
However, the (m, n ) entry of 
A, = “’ ’ PCu,,,jRSAq, 
[ 1 0 1 
is a,,, #O. Now, 
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is a space of matrices whose elements have rank at most k, since % is such a 
space. However, 
'k o 
[ 1 0 0 EX, and A,E%~ 
with the (m, n) entry of A, nonzero. That is, ‘%i contains a matrix of rank at 
least k + 1, a contradiction. n 
LEMMAS. Zf X is a rank k space such that for any A EX the mth row of 
A is (a,,,,a,,,,...,a,,,O,O,..., 0) with s<k, and if there are A,, A, ,..., A, 
E% such that the mth roux of Ai, i= l,.. . , s, span (e,, e2,. . . , es), then for 
any norzero BE% which has zero mth row, B[l,..., m-111 ,..., s] has 
rank s. 
Proof. Suppose for some B EX with zero mth row we have p( B[l, . . . , m 
-l]l,..., s])<s. In this case, for some nonsingular matrix VEM,(F), v 0 
B o 
[ 1 I has all zeros in the mth row and first column. Let C=xlA1 + _ n s 
x2A, + . . . +x,A,besuchthatthemthrowofC 0” y _ 
[ 1 is(l,O,O ,..., 0). 
Further, let S EM,_ r(F) and TEM,_ ,(F) be nonsingul~r matrices such that 
Since X is a rank k space and B E X, if 
G, G 
G must have the form o 
[ 1 G where G, is k X k. However, 3 
has mth row (1, 0, 0, . , . , 0), a contradiction. Thus p(B[l,... , m- 111,. ., s])=s. 
n 
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LEMMA 4. Zf X is a rank k space such that for any A E 3i the mth row of 
A is (a,,,, a,,2,.. . , ams,O,O,.. . , 0) with s<k, and if there are A,, A,, . . . , A, 
EYXsuchthatthemthrowsofAi,i=l ,..., s,span(e,,e, ,..., e,),thenfor 
any nonzero BEX whose mth row is zero, B[l,..., m-lls+l,..., n] has 
rank k-s. 
Proof. Supposep(B[l,...,m-l~s+l,...,n])>k-sforsomeBE:3Cwith 
the mth row of B all zero. Here there must exist nonsingular matrices 
REM,,_,(F) and SEM,_,(F) such that 
R(B[l,..., m-lls+l,..., n])S= ‘k-f i [ 1 0
with t<s. Let 
C= R O .B 
[ 1 01. 1s 0 [ 0 s ‘I 
so that 
c= E1 Ikpt [ 
0 
1 20 0’ 
where C, is (k-t) Xs and the mth row of C is zero. Let VE M,( F) and 
UEM n_k+t_ 1( F) be nonsingular matrices such that 
G= 
has the form 
Such nonsingular matrices exist, since p(G)=p(C)=k. Let 
k-t s 
VI= II II Es+i,i(-gii). 
i=l j=l 
234 
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still spans(e,,e,,..., e,) . Thus by Lemma 3, t=s, since p(GV, [l,. . . , m - 
ill,..., s])=s, contradicting that p(B[l,...,m-lls+l,...,n])>k-s. Since 
Fh‘ is a rank k space, the rank of any submatrix on n-s columns is at least 
k-s. Thus p(B[l,..., m-llsfl,..., n])=k-s. n 
We are now prepared to prove 
THEOREM 2. Zf X is a rank k space, then either X is ess-kdec or 
dim’X<k+ 1. 
Proof. By [4; Theorem 5.21 the theorem holds for k=2. Assume the 
theorem true for every rank less than k. 
Suppose ‘X is not ess-kdec, and assume that 
'k o 
[ 1 E5c. 0 0 
If no A E’X exists with aii #O for some i > k, then LX is ess-kdec, an 
impossibility. Thus take A E X with aii # 0 for some i > k. By permuting the 
i th and mth rows we may assume that a mi # 0. Let V be a nonsingular k X k 
matrix such that for any 
v 0 
BEX 0 I,_, 3 
[ 1 
the mth row of B has the form (b,, ha,. . . , b,,O,O,. . . ,O), and such that for 
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v 0 
A p....A,E’~ o l,_k 
[ 1 
the mth rows of A,, . . . , A, span (ei,. . . , e,). v 0 
Let ‘%r be the subspace of K O 
[ 1 I,_, consisting of all those matrices 
whose mth row is zero. It is obvious that 
By Lemma 4, x=x,[l,..., m-l)s+l,..., n] is a rank k-s space. Also 
st k, for if not, then by Lemma 3, X is ess-kdec. 
Case 1: X is not ess-(k-s)dec. By induction dim XG k -s + 1. Hence 
=dim(A,) +dim%, 
=s+dim% 
<s+k-s+l 
=k+l. 
Case 2: :7i is ess-(k-s)dec of type (say) j. Hence for some nonsingular 
matrices R and S, any HE R’XS is of the form 
HI Hz 
[ 1 Hs 0 where H, is 
jx(k-s- j) or (k-s-j)X j. Thus for any 
where B, is either jX(k-j) or (k-s-j)X(s+j). 
Thus CFC, is ess-k-de: of type j, or k-s-j, or s+ j. If %, is of type s + j, then 
s-t j<k/2, so that s<k/2 and hence s+j- ‘-= k - s. In the other two possibili- 
ties, j< k-s and k-s-j< k-s are obvious. Let 1 denote the type of the 
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space X,, so Z<k-s. If dimX,>Z+2, then since X, is an ess-kdec v 0 
subspace of X o Z,_, , 
[ 1 by Theorem 1 we conclude that X 
and hence X, is ess-kdec, a contradiction. Thus dim Xi < Z+ 1 
above in case 1, 
dim?K=dim% 0” 
[ 1 y _ n k 
=dim(A,) idim%, 
=s+dimX, 
<s+k-sfl 
=k+l. 
COROLLARY. If% is a rank k space, then dim%<max(k+l,n-k+l). 
This follows from the above theorem and Lemma 1. 
We shall now give an example to show that the bound of Theorem 2 is 
achievablewhenevern>2k-1 andm>k+l. Foreachi=l,...,k-1 define 
Xi by 
xi = 
Oi-l,i-1 0,-l,, Ii-1 0,-l,, Oi-1, k-i oi-l,n-k--i 
Ol,,F, Ol,, Ol,i-1 0 O,, k-i ol,n-kx 
ok-i,r-l Ok--i,1 Ok-i,i+l O:.l,,l -Ik_i ok~t,n-k-i i 
O,,i-1 -1 OL-1 0 1.1 Ol, k-i Ol,n-k-i 
_“m-k-,,i-, om-k-,,, om-k-l,i-, om-k-,,, om-k-,,k-i om-k--l,n-k--i I 
define X, by 
Ok--l,k-l ok--l,l Ik--l ok--l,n--2k+l 
Ol,k--1 0 
“= o,,k_, I :; Oi, k-l ol,n-2k+l Ol,k--1 ol,n-2k+l o,,-k-,,k-, om-k-,,, om~k-,,k-, om-k--l,n-2k+l 
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and define Xk+i by 
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X *, 0 k+l= o o . 
[ 1 
Let %)i;= (Xi ) . Clearly LX . IS a space of matrices of dimension k+ 1. Also if 
AE%, then A=uiXi +a,Xs + . . . +ak+,Xk+,. Let i be the index of the 
first term in the expansion of A which is nonzero. That is, ai #O and ai =O 
for all j<i. If i=k+l, then detA[l,..., kll,..., k]=ai+l#O. If i#k+l, 
then detA[l,..., i-l,i+l,... k+lli ,..., 2i-1,2i+l,..., k+i]=tuf#O. 
Thus p(A)>k for any AEXwith A#O. 
Now, let i be the last term in the expansion of A which is nonzero. That is, 
uk #O and a, =O for all u>i. Let 
Here, UA has all zeros in rows j and k+2,...,m. That is, p(A)=p(UA)<k. 
Thus, p(A) = k and consequently X is a rank k space. 
One should note that X is a space of dimension larger than the maximum 
dimension of any ess-kdec rank k space when n=2k- 1. This example is a 
generalization of an example of a noness3dec rank 3 space due to Westwick 
PI. 
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